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$0. INTRODUCI’ION AND MOTIVATION 
ONE OF the outstanding problems in the complex K theory is to characterize the structure of 
K*(G/U) where U c G are compact connected Lie Groups. The major tool for studying the 
ordinary cohomology of G/U is the fibration G/U-+ Bv + BG. In many cases H*(G/U, A) 
is determined completely by the module structure of H*(Bv, A) over H*(B,, A). For 
example, Baum [6] in his thesis shows that frequently H*(G/U) = TorH.(Bc;,A)[A, H*(Bv, A)] 
as an A-module. The following is a modified version of his conjecture: 
CONJECTURE. Suppose that K*(BU) and K*(B,) are power series rings over the integers 
and x,(G) is torsionjiee.t Then K*(G/U) = TorK.o&Z, K*(BU)). 
This conjecture is true in a great many cases. It says, for example, that if K*(B,) is a 
power series ring that K*(G) = TorK.(BoJZ, Z] is an exterior algebra. If U c G is a maxi- 
mal subgroup, K*(G/U) = 2 @I~,,,,,K*(B,). 
Suppose that H*(B,) and H*(B,) are polynomial rings in n and m variables and that 
K*(B,J and K*(B,) are power series rings in n and m variables. Then Tor,.(,,,[Z, H*(B,)] = 
Tok(B,) [Z, K*(Bv)]; thus the conjecture in this case would imply that K*(G/U) and 
H*(G/U) are isomorphic as abelian groups. This in turn would imply that the Atiyah- 
Hirzebruch spectral sequence H*(G/U) CE- K*(G/U) collapses and this is intimately tied up 
with the torsion of H*(G/U). 
The implication that we reach from the conjecture is that the torsion of H*(G/U) is 
not the controlling factor in determining K*(G/U) but that the module structure of K*(B,) 
over K*(B,) is the important property for determining K*(G/U). 
This paper studies the K theory of a class of homogeneous spaces, namely the projective 
unitary groups PU(p’), p a prime. This class of spaces was chosen because it satisfies the 
discussion of the preceding paragraph. The conjecture is verified in this case by provingthat 
K*(G/U) and H*(G/U) are isomorphic as abelian groups. 
The study of K*(PU(jf)) proceeds in a manner similar to the study of H*(PU(p’)) by 
Baum and Browder. We utilize the recent work of Araki and Toda dealing with multiplica- 
tions in mod qK theory and with Bockstein in mod qK Theory. 
t I wish to thank the referee for pointing out the necessity of WI(G) being torsion free. 
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$1. NOTATION AND RECOLLECTION OF SOME FACTS 
The major technical tool in this paper is the spectral sequence. We use several. 
Suppose that A is a filtered module F”A = A I> FIA 3 . . . FpA 3 . . . . Let E,(A) denote the 
associated graded module with E:(A) = FPA/Fp+‘. If A and B are filtered modules and 
f: A + B is a map of filtered modules, E,(f) denotes the induced map on E,(A). In par- 
ticular, for a fibration F + E--f B we will be considering two spectral sequences converging 
to K*(E), namely the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [3], H*(E)=+K*(E) and the 
Serre spectral sequence H*(B, K*(F)) =z- K*(E), [8]. We distinguish the two filtrations on 
K*(E) determined by these spectral sequences by {I;“K*(E)} and {FfK*(E)}, respectively. 
The associated graded modules with respect o these filtrations are denoted respectively by 
E,K*(E) and r E,K*(E). 
Returning to the general filtered module A, we let X denote the element of E:(A) 
represented by x E I;“(A). 
Finally, let a ground ring K be fixed. Then for any set X, E[Xj is the exterior algebra 
generated over K by X. 
Let U = U(p’) be the unitary group on complex p’ space, p an odd prime. Let S’ c U 
be the set of matrices II where ;1 is a complex number with 111 = 1 and Z is the identity of 
U. Then S’ is the center of U and PU@? = U/S’. 
Let E be a contractible space on which U operates freely; so that E/U = B, is a classi- 
fying space for U. There is the following commutative diagram of spaces: 
fi --) u/s’ = PU 
(1.1) 
We record some relevant work of other authors: Let X be a CW-complex with n 
skeleton X,. Let X+ = X u p be the disjoint union of X and a point p which is to serve as 
the base point for Xf. Let [ , ] be the functor of homotopy classes of base point preserving 
maps. Then for any X, K”(X) = [X’, 2 x B,], K’(X) = [X, a] where 42 is the infinite 
unitary group, K*(X) = K”(X) + R’(X). 
We may also consider another related functor .X*(X) = lim K*(X,). Then by a remark 
in Don Anderson’s thesis [l] for any compact connected LiL”Group G, K*(B,) =s*(B,). 
Let T c U be the maximal torus consisting of diagonal matrices and iT : T + U the 
inclusion. Let Bt, : BT + Bu be the map of classifying spaces induced by ip 
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THEOREM [3]. K*(Br) = Z[[U~, ~2, . . . . u,]] Ui E K’(Br, *). 
THEOREM [3]. K*(Bu) = Z[[a,, . . ., cr,]] Ui E K”(&, *) and Bf, is u monomorphism with 
B[,(oi) equal to the i’h elementary symmetric function of the ui. 
The spectral sequences H(B,)+ K(B,) collapse for G, T and U. This means that 
ci E F2’K*(BU) and ui E F”K*(B,) SO that Ui E E,Z’K*(B,) = H”(B,) and ail E:‘K*(B”) = 
H2’(BU) and we have 
THEOREM [7]. H*(B,) = Z[C, , . . . . CT]. 
THEOREM [7]. H*(B,) = Z[ii,, . . . , C,,,] and B,*,(~i) is the ith elementary symmetric 
function of the fii’s. 
The next fact is that K*(B,,) = Z[b]]. The spectral sequence H(B,,) * K(B,,) collapses 
and H*(B,,) = Z[y7. Let a: S’ + T be defined by a(z) = z - I. Then B$(E,) = jJ and 
Bz(ui) = y; so if A denotes the composition i,a we have Bi(aJ = (r)yi and B,*(c?J = (p)Ji. 
From Diagram (1.1) we obtain 
bK*(E) 
T 
The top row is exact and E is contractible so that i;z; = 0 implies that 3 a unique 
s(G~) E R*(U) such that 6(SOJ = x;(ar). 
The following theorem is due to Atiyah. 
Theorems [4], [3]. K*(U) = E[sa,, . . . , sa,]. 
Next I recall some of the recent work of Araki and Toda [2] on the K theory with mod q 
coefficients. Their major study deals with introducing multiplications into general coho- 
mology theories with mod q coefficients. We describe some of their results for K theory. 
There is precisely one multiplication in K*( , ZJ which is commutative and has the 
following properties : 
Let q be odd. There is precisely one multiplication in K*( , Z,,) which is associative, 
commutative and has the further properties: 
(1) There is a reduction homomorphism p4 : K*( , Z) + K*( , Z,) which is compatible 
with the multiplication in both theories. (It will frequently result that a proliferation of 
notation can be avoided by using x for p,(x). In places where this causes confusion we write 
P,(X).) 
(2) The mod q Bockstein, #?(q) : K*( , ZJ + K*( , ZJ is a derivation. 
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(3) Corresponding to the exact sequence 0 +Z,rLZ,,AZp+O there is an exact 
triangle 
K*( 3 q ’ K*( 9 z,q> 
7 
\ 
\ 
\ /’ 
\ 
K*( , zr; 
and the universal coefficient heorem holds for K*( , Z,). 
Finally, using the techniques of Dold [8], one can prove the following fact. Corre- 
sponding to any multiplication in K*( , Z,) and to each fibration F + E + B for which E 
has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex and B is a CWcomplex with a finite number 
of cells in each dimension, there is a spectral sequence converging to K*(E, Z,) whose E2 
term is Epq = Hp(B, Kq(F, Z,)). The multiplication in E,,, is induced from that in E, and 
differentials are all derivations. 
52. K+(PU, Z,) 
PROPOSITION 2.0. There exist elements xi, i = 1, . . . , p’ - 1 in K*(PU, Zp) suclr that 
6X f = Bi(ar) where 6 : K*(PU, Z,) + K*(BsI, PU, Z,). 
Proof. From Diagram (1.1) we obtain 
6 j 
K*(PU) --f K*(Bsl, PU) b K(%) 
\,Bi 
‘;; 
I 
BL 
\ 
(2.2) f; ,)K*(BU, *) : K(BU) 
K*(U; 
6 I J 
- K*(E, U) - K*(E) 
The coefficient group in this diagram is universally Z,. Since B$(a,) = (p?y’ = 0 we 
havejBi(a3 = 0. From exactness of the 2nd row it follows that El an Xi E K’(PU) such that 
6X i = Bi(~,b 
COROLLARY 2.1. f;(xJ = soi* 
Proof. 6f;(xI) =f;~Yx, =f;Bk(aJ = n;(ai). Since 6 is an isomorphism on R(U) it 
follows thatf;(xJ = sbl. 
THEOREM 2.2. The filtration F;K*(PU, Z,) of K*(PU, Zp) has IE,K*(PU, Zp) 
E[sal, . . . , suj, . . . , ~a~_ i] @ ZpW]/Jd. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The spectral sequence of Atiyah and Hirzebruch H*(PU, Zp)=+ 
K*(PU, Zp) collapses. H*(PU, Zp) and K*(PU, Zp) are isomorphic as algebras. 
Proof of 2.2. The fibration U + PU+ Bs, leads to a spectral sequence converging to 
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K*(PU, Z,> and whose E2 term is K*(U, Zp> 63 H*(&, Z,) as an algebra; thus, E2 = 
E[.W 1, . . . , saF] @ Z,,m]. Since PU is of the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex there is 
no problem of convergence. 
The above U bundle is induced by the map B, (see (1.1)). It follows that there is an 
induced map of the spectral sequence arising from the universal U bundle to that of the given 
bundle. Since dj(sc,) = 0 for j < 2i and d2i(Sbi) = pi in the universal spectral sequence, 
d&a,) = B*(8J = (p’)J’ in the given spectral sequence. Corollary 2.1 shows that the {sar} 
persist to 1E, for i c p’; thus, the only non zero differential is d,&uV) = 7’. 
Proof of 2.3. The Z,, ranks of K*(PU, ZP) and H*(PU, Z,,) are equal by the preceding 
theorem and Corollary 4.2 of [5]. Since the spectral sequence H*(PU, Z,) =+ K*(PU, Z,) is 
a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras it follows that E,K*(PU, Z,> = H*(PU, Z,> as a Hopf 
algebra. It is easy to see that K*(PU, ZJ = H*(PU, ZP) as an algebra. 
Let i;(y) = w and observe that w E K*(PU, ZP) represents J in lEzK*(PU, Z,,) = 
E: K*(PU, ZP) and w E F:K*(PU, Z,>. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The spectral sequence H*(Bs,, PU, Z,) * K*(Bs,, PU, Z,> collapses. 
Proof. Let r c K*(PU, Z,) be the subspace generated by (1, w, w*, . . . , WV-‘}. Let 
- -2 l” c E,K*(PU, ZP) = H*(PU, Z,> be the subspace generated by {I, w, w , . . . , ifs-‘}. It 
follows from the exact triangle (2.3) and the fact that ker 6 = r that K*(Bs,, PU, Z& is 
isomorphic to K*(PU, Z&/r @ A where A consists of power series 2 ai$, tli E Z,, and 
i=v 
Y E KY&~, &I. 
ii 
K*(PU, Z,)( K*(&, Z,) 
\ ? 
(2.3) ‘4 
I 
K*(Bs,, PU, Zp)’ 
It follows from the Baum-Browder description of H*(PU, ZP) and Theorem 2.2 that 
H*(PU, Z,,)/r and K*(PU, Z,,)/r are Z,, isomorphic. In particular, the even dimensional 
parts of these two vector spaces are finite and have the same Z, dimension. Since the 
odd dimensional part of K*(Bs,, PU, Z& = even part ofK *(PU, Z&/l? = even part of 
H*(PU, Z&/r = odd part of H*(Bs,, PU, ZP), we see that the odd dimensional part of 
H*(& PU, Z,> persists to E, ; hence, the spectral sequence collapses. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that j is not a power of p. Say p’ <j = p’ + Iz < p’+‘. Then 3 uJl 
and tLJ2 :Z,, with ag # 0 and such that the element aJ$J - aJ&,d is the mod p reduction 
of an ekment tJ contained in K*(PU, Z). 
Proof. Recall that K*(&, PU) is a module over K*(BsI). Choose ~jijl and tiJi,z as the 
least positive integers such that EJi,,(,“) = EJ2(s). Then since p” does not divide j for s > i, 
the highest power of p dividing (r) is greater than or equal to p’-’ and since p’-’ II (3 it 
follows that ~jiil f 0 mod p. tit aj, and aj2 be the mod p reductions of EJl and aJi/z. 
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Consider the element x = ~jijlBa(aj) - EjzB,(aPr)y” contained in K*(B,,, PU). Appeal- 
ing to Diagram (2.2) with integer coefficients replacing Z,, coefficients, we see that j(x) = 
rr Ejl(~)Yj - Ejij2(p’)Y PI+’ = 0. From the exact triangle (2.3) with Z coefficients replacing Z, 
coefficients we see that there is a e1 in K*(PU, Z) such that 6cj = x. Then 6p,(5,) = 
ajlPrBi(aj) - ajzp,B~(o,~)y” = G(ajlxj - ajtXprWA); hence p,(tj) - ajrxj - aj2x,,lw1 = i;(m) 
for some m E R’(Bsl). Since &Bsl) = 0, pp(sj) = ajlxj - ajzX,rW”. 
L&X= {x,,)l=O, 1 . . . r - l}, Y = {P,(5j) ]j # plh power andj < p'-'} and E[X] and 
E[ r] the exterior algebras over Z,, generated by X and Y respectively. There is an obvious 
map of %Kl @ EM@ Z,M/w r to K*(PU, Z,> which is an isomorphism of algebras; 
moreover, the subalgebra A’ = E[ r] @ Z,[w]/~s 7 is the mod p reduction of the subalgebra 
A of K*(PU, ZP) generated by {rj} and M’. 
THEOREM 2.6. The order of ti E K*(PU, Z,) for p” < k <pa is p’-” and the 
{d 1 k = p”, p” + 1 . . . p”? :} each generate a cyclic summand of order p’-“. Here a = 
0, 1, 2 . . . r - 1. 
Proof. c)wk = i$c)y” = i;jB,(o,) = 0 because i;j = 0 by the exact triangle (2.3). In 
particular, prw = 0. This means that the orders of w are powers of p. Let (;Z) = ~‘~“2, and 
observe that p does not divide &; hence, &p’7vpo: = 0 implies that p’-‘wp = 0. It follows 
that prvati = 0 for k 1 LX. 
Now we show that the orders of the {NJ“} are not less than p’-‘. One observes that the 
E2 term of the spectral sequence with Zp’-” coefficients arising from the fibration 
U+ PU+ B,, is K*(U, Z,,,-=) @ H*(B,,, ZF-=) and that c 
i<p+l 
H’(B,,, Zf-J persists to 
E, = ,E,K(PU, ZP-=). In particular, the {jk} in H2k(Bsl, Z,-.) each generate a cyclic 
summand of order p’-a in E,. Since w E K*(PU, Z) represents J in lE,K*(PU, Z,,) the 
result follows. 
$3. THE BOCKSTEIN 
We recall [5] some relevant definitions. Z(q) = S’ 
inclusion. Then taking indices mod 2 we have 
u 4E2. Let /I : S’ +Z(q) be the 
K’(X, A; Z,, = K’+*(X x Z(q), X x * u A x Z(q)), 
&X; ZJ = K’+*(X A Z(q)). The Bockstein p : K’(X; ZJ --, K’+‘(X) is defined as the 
composition P(X; Z& = R’+‘(X h Z(q)) (lhS’) b Ri+2(X h S’) tiEi+’ where Q: 
l?+l(X) + R’+*(X A S’) is the suspension isomorphism. 
There are two commutative diagrams 
B 1* 
S’ - Z(P) K*( 3 q&+1) - KC , z&J 
I 
P” 
I 
j (a) ” 
i 
B 
B’ Pk I 
(b) 
S’ - z(pk+ ‘) K*( , Z) -K( ,z). 
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The first induces the second. In the left hand square /I is an inclusion, pk a map of degree 
p’ and j induces the reduction 1 *=(l A.i):K*( ,2$+*)-X*( ,ZP). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let & be the kth differential in the Bockstein spectral sequence. Then 
pk is a derivation. 
Proof. Let x and y be elements of K*(X, ZP) such that /I(x) = pl’u and B(y) = pku for 
u, u E K*(X, Z). Using (b) is as easy to see that 3x’ and y’ in K*(X, Z++,) such that 
1*(x’) = x and l*($‘) = y; moreover, p,, = l*p+ +, and Araki and Toda [2] show that 
p,++ 1 is a derivation. These facts together with the equality /&(X * y) = p,l/pk/?(x - y) = 
1 *ppL+ ,B)(x’ l y’) easily yield the proposition. 
We now record some of the properties of the Bockstein in the spectral sequence 
H*(X, Z,>*K*(X,Z,). First we develop the spectral sequence in a manner very near to 
that of Thomas [IO]. To tie this discussion in with that of the preceding, we recall the 
adjoint relationship between the functors A and exponentiation, i.e. for any three spaces 
X, Y and Z we have [X A Y, Z] = [X, Z’]. Also recall that the co-fibration S’ --) Z(p) + S2 
gives rise to a fibration Zs’ + Zzcp) + Zs2. 
Let Q be the infinite unitary group. Spaces B&2i + 2) are inductively defined by 
killing the 2ith homotopy group of B,(2i) for i > 1 and B,(2) = Be. In particular there is a 
commutative diagram of fiber spaces 
hi .f. I+1 
K(Z, 2i)S’ - Ba(2i + 2) -- B42i) 
I 
I I 
ti. r+1 
K(Z, 2i)” 
i 
9i 
- PK(Z, 2i) - K(Z, 2i) 
where K(Z, 2i) is the indicated Eilenberg Maclane space with path space PK[Z, 2iJ. Define 
02’*Q[X, Z] = [X, Bsr(2j)‘Q], j 2 1, q = 0, 1; O*‘*‘[X, Zp) = [X, B,(2j + 2)Z(p)hSq], j r 0, 
q = 0, 1, BpQ[X, Z] = [X,_K[Z, 2j$],j 2 1, q = 0, 1, Bfi*Q[X, Z,] = [X, K[Z, 2j + 2]z(p)*s0], 
j 2 0, q = 0, 1; D[X, G] = X02j*Q[X, G]; El[X, G] = XEfj*Q[X, G] where G = Z, or Z. 
Define maps ip+ l,Q = [X fl: 1 I, _ip,4 = 1-F s”,‘l kpvl = [X, h,]; k,,, = [X, h$ 1 3. These 
maps allow us to define an exact couple 
NX, Gl - + DCX, Gl 
I\ 
\k 
\ 
/ 
\ J 
E,CX, Gl 
for G = Z, and a similar construction works for G = Z,. The resulting spectral sequence is 
B,[X, G] = R[X, G] * I?@‘, G). 
Let F*“&X) = Im D2p*Q[X, Z] + B2*Q[X, Z] and B2pEQ(X, Zp) = Im DzpPQ[X, Z,] + 
D”*Q[X, Z,]. If X has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex, then for large 
n, F*“KQ(X, G) = 0 so that there is a filtration 0 = F2n,Q c F*(“- ‘jeQ c . . . c F2’vQ = KQ(X, G), 
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.c=l if G=Z, E=O if G=Z,. There is an exact sequence 0 + Fzp+ZRq(X, G) + 
Fzpzq(X, G) + EiP*Q[X, G] + 0, jgq is defined by jp,q. If we define E,‘P*q[X, G] as F2$?(X, G) 
mod Fzp’2Kq(X, G) then 3.4 implies that EzpSq[X, G] is isomorphic to EiPmQ[X, G]. 
The inclusion of S’ into Z(p) induces a map Yz(p)Asq + YslhS’I. Taking Y = B(2k) and 
K(Z, 2k) we obtain a map of the exact couple with Z, coefficients to the exact couple with Z 
coefficients; thus we obtain a map of spectral sequences which is the Bockstein homo- 
morphism. If /$ denotes the map defined on the E1 term we have @‘*q : E2P*q[X, Z,] + 
Efp+2(1-q)*1-q[X, Z], /I = /?K : &Y, Zp) + f?(X, Z) is induced by taking Y = B,. 
Recall that Bott periodicity implies that [X, BzhS’] = [X, Be]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. fiF211?q(X, Zp) c F ‘j+ 2(1-q)R1 -‘(X, Z) and hence EO(BK) : E,Zj*I[X, Z,] 
+ E,Zi+2(‘-4).1 -qx, Z]. 
Proof. The following diagram is commutative 
[X, B,(2j + 2)Z(P)hS9] - [X, B,(2j + 2)s1Asq] 
I 
[X, Br(2)Z(p)ASq] 
I 
- [X, Be(2)S’“S*] . 
PROPOSITION 3.3. E&&J = /I_.,. 
Proof. This follows from the commutative diagram 
B&21 + 4)Z(p)hS4 - B,(21+ 4)” * ” 
I 
B&21 + 2)Z(p)ASr 
I 
- B,(21+ 2)s’*s0 
I 
B ,$Pl)ASq 
I 
9" 
'AD 
1+1 
K(Z, 21 + 2)Z(P)ASS - K(Z, 2z+ 2)SlASsQ 
and the fact that the maps [X, $$p~“sq] and [X, di;“] induce j’z and the fact that the 
bottom row induces /3,. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. /Ii = /IH where /I,, is the Bockstein operator in ordinary cohomology 
theory. 
Proof. It is clear that /I1 : H’(X, Zp‘, + Hj+‘(X, Z) is a natural transformation, i.e. a 
cohomology operation; hence, /I1 = A/?, for some L E Z,. Let bp : R’(X, Zp) -+ 
R’+‘(X A S’, Zp) be mod p suspension isomorphism and 1, E R”(s”, Zp) the unit. Let 
i : S’ + Z(p) be the inclusion and R : Z(p) + S2 the collapsing map. We appeal to the 
following proposition of Araki and Toda specialized to ordinary cohomology theory. 
PROPOSITION [2]. 3~ E II’( Z,) such that (i) II(~) = z*a2,1, and (ii) i*(K) = a,l, 
Since i* : H’@(p), Z,) + H’(S’, Zp) is an isomorphism, rc is uniquely defined by (ii). 
One easily checks using cellular cohomology theory for the space Z(p) = E2 u pS1 that 
/3&c) = a*~$,; thus PI(x) = A&(K) = k*atl, = x*afJ, implies that A is one. 
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Let A c X and C(A) denote the cone on A. There is a natural map h from X u C(A) 
to S(A) = A A S’ obtained by smashing X to a point. Since the map X u C(A) + X/A 
obtained by smashing C(A) to a point is a homotopy equivalence we may assume that 
h : X/A + A A S’. h induces a commutative diagram: 
CA A S’, B WI 
6 
- WI4 B c&J)1 
I 
ip,I=C~~~‘Jpl ~,,,=CwAf,1 
[A A S’, K[Z, 2p]] & 
, I 
CWA KCZ 2Pll 
&., is the coboundary operation in the ordinary cohomology theory. The maps jp,4 above 
define j?q. 
PROFOSITION 3.5. Let x E Fzp&A). Then jg”6&) is the E, equivalence class of 
&jGl(x); so that if the spectral sequences for A and X/A collapse j:“&(x) = S,,j!$l(x). 6, is 
the coboundary operator in K theory. 
Proof. This follows from the above diagram. 
$4. THE BOCKSTEIN SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR PU = PC'(f) 
PROPOSITION 4.0. Consider the x, of Proposition 2.0. Then x, E F%‘(PU, Zp). 
Proof. Since crk E Fzkx(B,, Zp), Bk(ak) E Fzk&Bsl, PU, Zp). Suppose that 2k’ < 2k 
is the largest integer such that x, E F”‘k?(PU, Zp). Then by Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 and 
Proposition 3.5, &rj?“(xk) = j$‘“6K(xk)9 but 6,(x,) = Bi(ak) E FzkRo(Bs,, PU, Zp) c 
F2k+2Ro(BsL, PU, Zp) = ker j”k;” SO that &,j$‘(xk) = 0. 
By examining the exact triangle (2.3), replacing K theory by H theory and recalling that 
the odd dimensional cohomology of BsI is zero, we see that aH restricted to the odd dimen- 
sional cohomology of PU is a monomorphism; thusj2’(xk) = 0 and x, E F2k+2R1(PU, Z,) 
which is a contradiction, so k = k’. 
PROFOSITION 4.1. jl(xJ E Im i;. 
Proof. Since 6Xi = BLpp(oi) we have ~B(xJ = BS(Xi) = GBipp(ai) = /3ppBA(oJ = 0 
because /3pI, = 0; thus 1(x3 E Im ii. 
Note that Zpr E E,ZP’I?‘(PU, Z,) by Proposition 4.0. Let us also denote the element 
jg’(x,,) E E;p’E1(PU, Zp) = Hz’-‘(PU, Z,) by 51. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. &(Zpl) = &iiip’ andp’-‘-’ II&. 
Proof: By Browder and Baum [5] or by using Theorem 2.2 of this paper replacing K 
theory by H theory it follows that H*(PU, Zp) = E[X] @ E[ FJ @I Zp[R]/# as an algebra; 
furthermore Proposition 4.1 holds for H theory as well; however, in this case we have at hand 
the additional structure of dimension. Particularly the dimension of zp, is 2p’ - 1. 
Proposition 4.1 for H theory together with the fact that dim 5, is 2~’ - 1 imply that 
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/I&$) = ;Li,OEp’. Now the order of Wp’ is p’-’ as can be seen by replacing K* by H* in 
Theorem 2.4 or by referring to [5]. Since pPH = 0 we have pll,,iGp* = 0 so that p’-’ 1 p& 
and prWiW1  ili,o. 
Suppose that we have proved that prWivl 11 Ai. for i < k. Let Ai,, = p-rfi+lAi,o, i < k 
and consider A,,,. If prmk I& then B&C&) = 0. In dimensions less than or equal to 
2pk - 1 the r-klh term of the Bockstein spectral sequence for H*(PU, 2) would be 
c H’(PU,Z,) and &-k 
isZpL-1 
would be zero here because /I&,$ = p’-‘-‘A;,, i?” for i < k 
and &,(5$&) = 0. This means in particular that i# is not in the image of j?r_k which con- 
tradicts the fact that the order of Fdc is prmk. 
COROLLARY 4.3. B&,c) = &Wp' -I- 1 Ai,jWPr+j where Ai.0 is defined in Proposition 4.2. 
j’0 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, /I&,,) is a linear combination of powers of w. By Proposi- 
tion 4.0, xpI E Fzp’&PU, Zp). These facts, coupled with Proposition 3.2 shows that 
fiK(X,I) = Cti,oWp’ + 1 li,jW”+je 
j>o 
Since the spectral sequence for K*(PU, Zp> collapses 
p, = /I1 = pH by Proposition 3.4. By Proposition 3.3, E&Q = /l,; thus a,,O+” = 
M%J~p~ = B&i = /?H(?pi) = Izi,o~” and it follows that ai, = Ai,O. 
THEOREM 4.4. There is a subset Z, = {zpk I k = 0, 1 . . . r - I} of K*(PU, Zp) such that 
K*(PU, Z,) is isomorphic to A’ @I E[Z,] and such that B(z+) = Ak,,wPk. 
Proof. Suppose that zpr+, z@+~, . .. , zpr - 1 have been defined so that (i) /?(z,,) = 
A,,Owp’ for j > k (ii) let Zk+i = {xi, xp, . . . , xp, z,~+I, . . . , zpr - 1). We assume that the 
obvious map of E[Z,+,] 8 A’ to K*(PU, Zp) is an isomorphism of algebras. 
pL+l-pL-r ,-1-k p~+‘+l-fl+,-l 
Define zpk = 1 C(,,iXpkW’ + C c i=o s=l 
ak+&$k+# W’ where ai,j E Z,. 
1=0 
Now it is easy to check that if ak,o # 0 then the map of E[Z,] @ A’ to K*(PU, Zp) is an 
isomorphism and part (ii) of the inductive step is completed. 
With the above choice of zpk we have 
,-~-_tpk+‘+'-pk r-l-k $~+r+l_~k+,_1 
P(zpk) = c c SE0 “=pk+8-pL 
u”‘+“( C ak,Jk,j) + C 
i+j=n s=l 
C w@+‘+tak+s,tlk+s,O. Con- 
t=o 
sequently we must choose a,,,j E Z, such that (1) a&o = 1; (2) c ak,iAk,i = 0 mod p’-’ 
i+j=ll 
for n <pk+l -pk; (3) ak+s,f&+s,owPk+S+t = -(i+~=~flk,ja&Vfl+” where n =pk+’ -i- t -pk 
foreacht=O, . . . . ~~+~+~-p~“- 1 ands= 1,2,3, . . . . r- 1 -k. 
Since p(x,k) = Ak,owPk + C ~k,jwpk+j and pp(X,k) = 0 = CpQvpk+i we have 
j>o 
P&~w@‘~ = 0 by Theorem 2.6. Let p” I pk +j < pa+’ then p’-” IFI,j and pr-‘-l I I,,, also 
by Theorem 2.6. 
Suppose that n < pk+’ - pk, hence j < p"' - p" and thus pr-‘-’ I lk,, but pr-‘-’ II A,.0 
so that we may recursively define ak,t by ak,, = - l/&,o C 
i+j=t.ict 
ak,,&J for 1 5 t s p’+ 1 - p”, 
and (2) will be satisfied. 
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Since n ++s +t_#<p”fs+p“+s+‘_pk+S- 1 _pk=pk+s+l-pk- 1 we 
have pr-(k+s+l) 1 lk,j. Since pr-(k+s+l) 11 Ak+s,o we may choose the CL~+~,~ by u~+~,* = 
- 1/A,+& c 
i+j=pk+S-pk+t 
C1~,i;lk,j). With the above choice of ur,s we have B(Q) = ik,o~VPk. We 
now incorporate the results of the preceding discussion into Theorem 4.5 below. Let 
W, c 2, be the set consisting of (zl, zp, . . . , zp,- k- ,>. Let & be the set consisting of the 
products z~-~+~w~‘-~+‘(~-~), z~.-~+~w~‘-*+~(~-~), . . . , z~~-,wJ”-‘(~-~). In particular U, = 0, 
u r+1 = U, and W, = 0. 
THEOREM 4.5. The kih term of the Bockstein spectral sequence for K*(PU, Z) is (i) 
E[I”j @I E[W,] @ E[Uk] @ {E[z~-k] @ Zp[w]/wp’-““1 = Ek as an algebra; (ii) pk is a 
derivation, is zero in E[Y] @ E[Wk] @ E[U,] and j$(zp.-L) = &_k,o~P’-k for &k,0 = 
l/pk-lAr-k,o* 
Proof (ii). pk is a derivation by Proposition 3.1 /z$ = 0 in E[ YJ because E[ r] is in the 
image of pp. To see that flk = 0 in E[ Wkl observe that /?z,i = Izi,Owp’ and p’-‘- ’ 1 Ai,o so that 
Bkzpi = 0 for i-C r - k and /$(zpV-r) = l/pk-l&-k,OWPr-k. Finally, we see that pi = 0 in 
E[U,] for i 2 k; for ~(z~-~+.w~‘-~+‘(~-~)) = Ar_k+s,o~P’-k+‘+’ = 0 because pkms+l 1 l,r_k+s,o 
and the order of w~‘-~+‘+’ is pk-S’i. 
(i). This is proved by induction using (ii). The homology of Ek with respect o Pk is 
E k+l = E[ Y] 0 E[Wk] 0 E[Uk] 0 {E[z~-~w~-~(~-~)] 63 Z,[W]/W~-~}. Now observe that 
U k+l = Uk ” Z&+WJ+(p-‘) so that E[Uk] @I E[z~-~w~-~(~-‘)] = E[U,+,], additionally 
W k= wk+l U z,++t SO that E[Wk] = E[Wk+,] @I E[z,-*+,I. Putting this information 
together we see that Ek+l = E[YI @ E[w+,] 0 E[Uk+,] 8 {&,-~+~I 0 Z,[W]/W~-*} as 
an algebra. 
Theorem 4.1 holds for the mod p Bockstein spectral sequence for H*(PU, Z). In par- 
ticular, the kth terms of the mod p Bockstein spectral sequence for H*(PU, Z) and K*(PU, Z) 
are isomorphic as Z,-modules. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Thep primary components of K*(PU, Z) and H*(PU, Z) are isomorphic 
as abeh’an groups. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the mod p Bockstein spectral sequences for 
K*(PU, Z) and H*(PU, Z) are isomorphic as differential Z,-modules. 
55. K*WJ(p’), 2,) FOR q #p 
Finally we record some facts about K*(PU(p’), ZJ for q # p. The techniques of proof 
are so similar to those of the preceding section that the proofs will be omitted. 
PROPOSITION 5.0. For each i, = 2, 3, . . . . p’ there exist Xi E K*(PU, Z,) such that 
6xi = By - yiBA(oi)y'-' for some yi E Z4. 
COROLLARY 5.1. f;(xi) = soi. 
THEOREM 5.2. There is a Jiltration I F”K*(PU, Z,) such that , EOK*(PU, Z,) = 
E[sa,, . . . ) sa,]. 
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COROLLARY 5.3. pq : K*(PU, 2) + K*(PU, 2) is onto. 
COROLLARY 5.4. K*(PU(p’), Z) has no q torsion for q # p. 
COROLLARY 5.5. H*(PU(p’), Z) and K*(PU@‘), Z) are isomorphic as abelian groups. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2, the p primary components of these two groups are isomorphic. 
By Corollary 5.4 and the fact that H*(PU(p’), Z) h as no q torsion for q # p the q primary 
components are isomorphic for q # p. By the general theory the torsion free parts of 
K*(PU, Z) and H*(PU, Z) are isomorphic. 
$6. SOME CONNECTIONS BETWEEN K(PU(p’)) AND 
REPRESENTATION THEORY 
By considering a representation p of a Lie Group G as a map of G to the infinite unitary 
group we obtain an element s(p) E K’(G). This correspondence defines a homomorphism s
from Q(R(G)) = I(G) mod I’(G) to PK’(G) where I(G) is the augmentationideal of fi(G) and 
PK’(G) is the submodule of K’(G) consisting of primitive elements. The following two 
propositions contrast the main result of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Im s E p - K’(PU@‘)). 
Proof. It suffices to show that pp : PK’(PU(p’)) --t PK’(PU(p?, Z,> iszero. This follows 
from the corresponding fact for ordinary cohomology [5] and the fact that the spectral 
sequence H*(PU@‘), Z,) * K*(PU@‘), Z,) is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. There are primitive elements of K*(PU(p’)) which are not in the image 
ofs. 
Proof. Lemma 2.5 exhibited elements rj such that (i)f\(cj) = EjrS(Oj) and Eli f 0 mod p 
There are elements z2, z3, . . . , zpr E K*(B,vo,) = ti(PU(p’)) which generate the torsion free 
part of Q(i?(PU(p’)) moreover; (ii) Q(B,;)zj = ijoj Aj EZ and,P” II3Lj) a > (j - 2)r. (i) and (ii) 
are sufficient o show that ajcj E Im s only if p (jm2) divides aj. Thus p’tj 6 Im s for j > 3; 
moreover, prcl is primitive becausep’ annihilates the torsion of K*(PU(p’)) and ri is non zero 
and primitive in K*(PU@‘)) 8 Q. 
Finally there is a ring homomorphism a : R(Z,,) + K*(PU(p’)). R(Z,) = Z[p] mod 
(pv - 1) and a(p - 1) = w E l?“(PU(p’)). 
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